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Star Formation Across Large Dynamic Range and Multi-

physics Feedback 
•  The simulations are  performed with a multi-staged approach with relevant physics entering at 

each stage in the evolution: (ORION: AMR RAD-MHD; sink parricles,  outflows, Chemistry, Variable 
Edd. Tensor Radiative Transfer, photo-ionization)

•  Evolving on the dynamical timescale of the entire cloud  we perform the zoom-in simulations for 
appreciable fractions of a cloud free fall time to capture the full effects of feedback physics.

Cloud-Filament Scale:  Evolve large scale AMR simulations of supersonically turbulent, magnetized, 
self-gravitating clouds and the development of dense, large scale filaments leading to the formation 
and evolution of Infrared Dark Clouds (IRDCs)  (Li , Klein, McKee 2017 in preparation)

→ A key advantage of using the large scale simulation as a starting point is that the zoom-in simulation 
beginning with a filamentary cloud that has already formed though the MHD turbulent cascade from the 
large-scale turbulent driving and though gravitational collapse, instead of beginning with some ad-hoc 
initial conditions 
Clump Scale:  We compared our simulations with  the inferred properties of magnetic fields from 
Zeeman measurements  in molecular cloud clumps (Li, McKee, Klein 2015) and examined the magnetic 
properties and field orientation of the clumps formed under strong and weak field initial conditions 
Core-Star Scale:  Perform zoom-in simulations with fully coupled feedback physics ( Radiation-MHD 
with protstellar ouflows) on selected regions  of the entire turbulent cloud focusing on the dominant 
dense filaments to examine star formation within the filamentary IRDC structure and compare with 
Chabrier IMF,  PMF and PLF, outflow observations and multiplicity (Li, Klein & McKee, 2017 submitted)
   tff,0  =  (3π/(32G<ρ> (ρ > ρmed) )1/2    ≅  212,500  yr where <ρ> mean density in zoom-in region   
   Zoom-in simulation is run for t = 1.65 tff,0  =  350,000 years  =  0.5 tff ,   Mcloud  = 3110 M¤   L= 4.55 pc, |B| = 31.6 µG, n(H2) = 480 cm-3   

   Scaling  relations (McJee.Li, Klein 2010) enable us to go from dimensionless parameters  to physical initial properties of system 
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Radiative luminosity from protostellar cluster in zoom-in 
IRDC filament region, Li, Klein & McKee 2017 

Magnetic field lines in zoom-in 
region around protostars 

Global Morphology of magnetic 
field lines in large scale cloud 

Outflows from protostellar 
binary in zoom-in cluster region 



Dynamics of Magnetic Field Structure 

(Chapman et al. 2011) L1495/B213 

simulation 
Massive long and dense filamentary clouds 

tend to have magnetic field perpendicular to 
the filament axis (e.g. Chapman et al. 2011, 

Andre et al. 2014)  

Magnetic field structure over 350,000 years 

Zoom-in of magnetic field streamlines 
shows field orientation and study 

channeling gas onto IRDC filament 



Intertwining “Fiber-like” Sub-Structure 

3D volume rendering of density  (Li, Klein &McKee 2017) 



Fragmentation of “Fibers” into Chain of Cores 

simulation: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

Hacar et al (2013) Tafalla & Hacar (2015) 



Multiple Star Formation Along Filamentary Structures at t = 0.5 tff 

Zoom-in shows 82 protostars (total mass 28.6 Msun)  with ~ 32 forming  in dense cluster 
of stars at intersection juncture of between two dark cloud filaments



Mass Growth and Accretion History in Cluster

•  At t = 0.5 tff  82 protostar in zoom-in region; Most massive star 3.07 M¤ still continuing to grow 
but many protostars approaching final mass

•  Median mass fluctuates around 0.2M¤ consistent with Chabrier IMF and mean increases slowly
•  Most  stars have Mass accretion rate in range of  10-5  - 10-7  M¤⁄yr	in agreement with observations



Star Formation Efficiency and Rate in Cluster

•   N¬ ∝ t1.47  ⇒ accelerating rate of star formation
•  SFE (M¬ /(Mg + M¬))  ∝ t 2   ⇒ M¬ ∝ t 2  and  dM¬ /dt  ∝ t      SFR is accelerating   (Accelerating star 

formation rate found in observations Kawamura ea ‘09; Ryal ea. ‘13) and simulations (Lee ea. ‘15) 
•  SFR is found to be accelerating for both driven (current) and undriven turbulence (Myers, Klein, 

Krumholz & McKee 2014), but for decaying  turbulence SFE evolves ∝ t 3   so SFR  ∝ t 2  thus driven 
turbulence injected at large scale signifcantly reduces the SFE

•  εff =   M¬/ tSF /(Mg ) / tff   (dimensionless star formation rate per free-fall time).  We find  
     εff  ~ 0.036 – 0.046 and SFE =  4.3% .   Observations from galactic clouds to high redshift galaxies 
     show εff ~ 0.015  (Some MW molecular clouds have rates higher than best fit 0.015 by factors of 2 – 6);   
     Krumholz ea.’12     ⇒  Simulations are within the range of observed values 
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Protostellar Mass Function and IMF in Cluster Compared 
with Five Theoretical Models

•  We do not follow the formation of the first core so result are uncertain below 0.04 M¤.  PMF 
evolves in time 

•  Median Mass of Chabrier IMF is 0.2 M¤  At the end of the simulation (82 protostars) the PMF is in 
good agreement with the IMF with a  median mass of PMF in simulation ≅ 0.2 M¤ and KS test 
with p-value 0.9   Median mass fluctuates around 0.2 M¤ in time   

•  At late time, 2CCA, 2CTC and Chabrier IMF are all well fit by the simulations
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Time Evolution of the Mean and Median Cluster Luminosity

•  Variation of luminosity is large due to episodic accretion.  Initial large luminosity due to 
one or two protostars that have large accretion rates at early times ~ 10-5 M¤⁄yr.Large 
jump near end due to increase in accretion rate of 6 protostars in region of colliding 
filaments		

•  Time averaged mean (blue) and median (red) luminosities from cluster of stars  are 5.40 
and 2.1  L¤ which are in excellent agreement with recent observations (230 sources) of 
Dunham et al. 2013 where  < L > ~ 5.5  L¤  and Lmed  ~  1.8 L¤.  We include the internal 
luminosity due to nuclear reactions and K-H contraction and allow for the energy 
required to dissociate and ionize the accreted gas. 
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Protostellar Luminosity Function Compared with Dunham et al. 2013 
and Four Theoretical Models  

Comparison of simulation PLFs (empty histograms) and  Dunham et al. ‘13 (shaded histograms) with 
4 theoretical model PLFs (IS back dotted); CA (blue dash); TC (red dot-dash); 2CTC blue solid) for 
untapered non-accelerating accretion
•  Simulated PLF agrees well with the observed PLF but slightly broader.  Dispersion of simulated is 

0.75 dex and observed is 0.65 dex.
•  Best fitted theoretical model for the observations is the 2CTC PLF
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Protostellar Outflows in Zoomed-in Region

•  Top panels show the total  gas around regions with a single star and multiple stars
      Bottom panels show the corresponding ouflow gas (> 5 km s-1) surrounding the single protostar and multiple 
     protostars
•  Outflow energy >> the turbulence decay, but the outflow  can quickly dissipate and mixes with the surrounding gas so 

it may not have a significant effect in sustaining the turbulence on larger scales

•  Direction of outflow initially along direction of angluar mom. of the protostar



Protostellar Outflows: Comparison observations

A diagnostic of the interaction of the outflow with ambient gas is relation between Mswept and V
•  4 examples  of the mass-velocity relation (M-v) of outflow from zoom-in simulation at t = 0.35tff

        dM/dV ~  V-1.8    in shallow part of broken power law for low velocities

•    The Vlos is in the rest frame of each protostar
•    dM/dV ~ V-1.8 agrees well with observations (Arce ea al. ‘07) as well as Matzner & McKee 1999   
•  For higher velocities, steep power law index n ~ 4 – 8   consistent with observations  n ~10 (Arce et 

al. 2007).  We find power law break between 4 and ~ 20 km s-1 , observations find break in power law 
between 3 – 30 km s-1  
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Time Evolution of Stellar Multiplicity Fractions (MF) and Companion 
Fractions (CF) in Cluster of Stars

•  Time evolution of MF (blue), CF (red) for ranges (a) 100 – 4500 AU (b) 100 – 560 AU   Dashed lines are MF and CF 
values at end of simulation è No multiple systems form until ~ 0.33 tff,0  and 0.4 tff,0   

•  CF values at end of simulation are good match to CF values of Class I  objects with the same ranges
•  Decline in CF in time is similar to observations (Connelley 2008  looks at CF as function of spectral index of class I)
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Conclusions

•  We have performed multi-stage, multi-physics, Zoom-in AMR  simulations of large scale magnetized 
turbulent clouds taking into account MHD, radiation feedback and protostellar outflow feedback 
across several decades of dynamic scale

•  With  high resolution zoom-in simulations deep within the structure of the dense filaments, we 
determine the PMF and find very good agreement with the Chabrier IMF

•  We compute the PMF and PLF and make detailed comparisons with 5 theoretical models and with 
observations

•  Protostellar outflow M-V relation compares well with observations 
•  We compute multiplicity and companion fractions and find excellent agreement with several 

observations of Class I sources
•  Comparisons of cluster luminosity show excellent agreement with Dunham ea. (2013) sample
•  Star formation efficiency is super linear in time ∝ t 2  and is in good agreement with recent 

observations as well as recent simulations with less physics

    
We are currently performing Multi-physics zoom-in simulations with 
AMR  to incorporate the large scales (several kpc) of galactic disk into 
star formation on the small scales (few AU) with full physics in 
collaboration  with Princeton (Ostriker & Stone) and ANU (Krumholz).  


